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TEN HUTMACHER

mobilize campus-wide recycling program

tf Writer

) n April 20 through April
a booth was set up on
id Hall Lawn to promote
inpus-wide recycling proj. Alongside volunteers,
C|«was a petition advocatthe program as well as
j for recycled goods to be
i ed.
lie petition was for stul its, faculty, and staff to
P ® t. The booth was a means
J lend for a project underaskl n by STAND (Students
1,8,1 ng ActioN Directly). The
^ i, initiated by Jeremy
IWI oza, a senior English and
Iffmed student, was to
iilize students, faculty,
staff to realize a need for
,SB"ipus-wide recycling pro
's about hopefully initia process—a process
ird a larger goal," Ginoza
finoza went around to
pus Community Council
flings in the residence
to gain support.

foe Martinez, part of the program to bring recycling to UOP, sits and collects names for a petition.

Needless to say, he got it.
Ginoza said there was a lot of
support initially from RHA
and the Grace Covell and
Southwest
Community
Councils. As the event went
on, support also came in from

C.O.P.A., the Pre-Med Club,
Tri-Beta Honor Society, and
KPAC.
The UCs, Grace
Covell, and Southwest loaned
the group the recycling bins
and Student Advising donat
ed boards for the banner.

Grace Covell also donated
paper and supplies to make
banners, Colliver Hall donat
ed the table, and KPAC
donated a boom box.
Very quickly, the campus is
becoming involved with the

new recycling program.
Ginoza announced that the
booth received at least two or
three pick-up truckloads of
recyclable materials in the
three days it was set up.
There was a raffle to encour
age people to sign up, but it
proved not to be an incentive.
"People were more interested
in signing the petition,"
Ginoza said. Only about 10
to 20 of the 200 people sign
ing the petition each day
entered the raffle.
The petition to start cam
pus-wide recycling was start
ed back in September of last
semester, but the majority of
the 700 signatures came in
the last three days. Ginoza
guessed there were probably
550 signatures from people
stopping by the booth alone.
"This [the petition] was about
getting people to talk about it
and I think we accomplished
that," Ginoza said.
The whole event, from the
idea for the booth, to plan
ning, to the actual implemen
tation, took a little over two
See Recycling, page 4

PA elections see highest turnout in recent years
IG HINKLE
^ News Editor

ina Moga, and Sara Ross
R elected President and
^president of COPA, for
1999-2000 school year at
Thursday's barbecue on
'd Hall Lawn. Seventystudents showed up to
* in the elections,
pe elections covered all
the positions with in
'TA (College of the Pacific
!ociation). The other posils besides the presidency
' the vice-president are,

the office manager, three
senior representatives, three
junior representatives, and
three sophomore representa
tives.
There were also positions
open for Courses and
Standards, Curriculum, and
Honors
representatives.
Tunuja Patel won the posi
tion of office-manager with
57 votes. Rina Moga, Sara
Ross and Patel all ran
unchallenged for their posi
tions.
COPA's rules require that
only a simple majority of

Today
ft
Mostly Cloudy
Hi: 71 Low: 44

Ross attributed the rela
votes are needed to be elect
tively high turnout to the
ed.
Ross's goals for COPA quality of the barbecue that
7
COPA put
next year are to make
The SCVenty- on this year.
COPA more well
known on campus and
four students "They put
to
continue
the
who showed up
b'«£
involvement with stu
to vote were the cue
this
dents and faculty.
She also spoke of highest turnout year," she
trying to alleviate the
sai d in a
for a COPA
,
i n ft e r v i e w
apathy on campus.
election in
with
The
She mentioned how
she wished to try to recent history." Padfican.
As
the
get students to attend
more events, not just those largest school at UOP, COPA
represents about two-thirds
put on by COPA.

Friday
ft
Mostly Cloudy
Hi: 79 Low: 46

Saturday

Sunday

ft

ft

Partly Cloudy
Hi: 80 Low: 51

Partly Cloudy
Hi: 78 Low: 56

of the student body. In the
area of the class representa
tives a few students won as
write-ins and it is still to be
determined whether or not
they actually want the posi
tion or not.
Sometimes friends nomi
nate each other as a joke.
The Freshman represenatives are filled in the fall.
COPA meets every other
week on Mondays at 8:30
p.m. The officers for this
semester told of how much
they appreciated the work of
See COPA, page 4

Today in History

In 1980, Sir Alfred
Hitchcock, British-born
film director, died
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College Headlines
U. Dayton-area restaurant introduces peanut
butter pizza
The Flyer News (U. Dayton)

:

Peanut butter cookies, Reese Peanut Butter Cups, peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches.-.peanut butter pizza? It's no joke,
Cassano's pizza, near the University of Dayton, has recently
added peanut butter to the list of toppings for their pizzas. If
you're like me, you're probably wondering first of all who
came up with this nutty idea, and second of all who in the
world would eat such a crazy concoction. And if you're like
me, you would probably try a slice of free peanut butter pizza
if it was put in front of you. I'll admit, I was skeptical, but I was
curious as well. So there the peanut butter pizza was, sitting on
the table, as my friends and I stared at it in disbelief. A small
round pie covered with peanut butter and a little bit of cheese
seemed so intimidating. But curiosity got the best of us as we
cautiously ate small bites. Each reaction was different — some
cried out in horror, others couldn't finish their slices, and some,
believe it or not, actually ate a second piece. The pizza kind of
reminded me of peanut butter on a piece of toast, except it was
a little chewier. The cheese/peanut butter combination was the
main thing I was leery about, but I could hardly taste the
cheese. Overall, the pizza was not nearly as bad as I was
expecting it to be. There could be a whole line of peanut butter
pizzas: strawberry jam pizza, grape jelly pizza, apple jelly
pizza. If this article is making you shiver just thinking about
peanut butter pizzas, then stick to your usual pepperoni and
cheese. But if you're curious about this unthinkable cuisine,
then I urge you to give it a try.
Fans revive 'Wrestlemania' on Boston U.
campus
The Daily Free Press (Boston U.)

More than a decade after Wrestlemania first swept through
American fiving rooms, inspiring millions of youngsters to go
Hulk-wild,'' professional wrestling is making a triumphant
comeback The same kids who once spent Saturday mornings
I r?tC^8 6 Ultimate Warrior, The Million Dollar Man, and
Jake The Snake" Roberts slam each other to the canvas are
returning to their childhood pastime- following a new gener
ation of wrestling superstars. "Wrestling is like a guy's soap
^ton University College of Communication
freshman Mark Downing, vice-president of the newly formed
Boston University Wrestling Federation, a group of students
from 8 to 11 P m- to watch the World
i w J
'
| Wrestling Federation's "Monday Night Raw" and World
Championship Wrestling's "Monday Nitro." Downing and
Collegerof Arts and Sciences freshman Evan Scheck were chat
ting in French class one day last semester when pro wrestling
^UP,^°Ve-8
^ were bi§ fans> Downing invit
ed Scheck to his room in Iroretto Hall, one of the only lotions
on campus; with cable access, to watch "Monday Night Raw"
with him and some buddies. Professional wrestling's popular
ity peaked in the late 1980s, when the industry was dominated
by superstars like Hulk Hogan, Randy "Macho Man" Savaee
Brutus ''The Barber" Beefcake, and jJse "The Bod/' vTntSa'
who changed his nickname to "The Mind" when elected
Minnesota governor last year. "Wrestling combines action
said BUWFCart°°^' tflk"show' drama' comedy, the works,"'
Jas°n Harris-Leinwand, a COM fresh
man It s not like were asking for much," Swenton said "All
we want is three hours a week of cable and a room "

NEWS

JHE PA

Public

•

April 15, 1998 April 22, 1998
PREPARED BY

.. HOUSTON

Psychology Dept.
Spanos Center
Library
Swimming Pool

When
Apr 15
Apr 16
Apr 17
Apr 17

Lost
Cash
Books
Wallet from locker

Vandalism
Where
Lot 7 (behind frat.)
Stagg Stadium
Lot 5 (by WPC)
Grace Covell Hall

When
Apr 15
Apr 16
Apr 17
Apr 17

What
Car window broken
Graffiti
Vehicle spray painted
Glass broken

Theft

Where

Burglary
BOaek
Lot 7 (behind frat)
Jesse Ballantyne

Whm

Apr 19
Apr 19

Forced entry, loss unknown
Loss unknown
«

Wto
Apr 15
Apr 17
Apr 17
Apr 18
Apr 18
Apr 20
Apr 21
Apr 21
Apr 21

What
Trespass/resisting arrest
DUI arrest
DUI arrest
Student cited for marijuana
Intoxicated student

Miscellaneous

Stadium Drive
President's Dr.
Stadium Drive
Grace Covell Hall
Stadium Drive
Pacific Ave/Calaveras
Lot 23
Pacific Ave by campus
Townhouse Complex

vehicle stolen
DUI arrest
Subject cited for open container

WEY STUDENTS!!
Q+V=C
OtPHA+VkUOOD pLASHA=CASH CoMPCNSAriON FOR
a 9ainst

a worldwide plasma shortage,
Alpha Therapeutic in Stockton is hereto meet the
demand. Your lifesaving blood plasma can
ensure that products are available to hospitals and
medical facilities around the world. By donating
with Alpha, you can help save the lives of
many while you earn up to $145.00/month
ojMTioreJiy using our buddy referral system.
AP I

VkONUS TZCKEt

;a.rn$l5.qo.cash
fw^ (
j

u bring
3r|nq i n
friend you
thi§ ad along with your
eceivea
receive
a $5.00
$5.Oo" bor
bonus; on*;your'first'
(You must qualify to donate.)

Alpha Therapeutic
Plasma Donation Center
429 E. March Ln. #F
Stockton. CA 95204
(209) 477-8632

Center Hours:
Mon-Fri 8:00 - 4:00
Sat 9:00 - 3:00

New Donors Accep
Mon-Fri 8:00 - 3Sat 9:00
allow 2 1/2 hours for 1

T
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Health Fair brings together students and community

CAROL WHITE
WHITF
CAROL
|Staff Writer

a
donation
booth, said,"It felt
good to get involved in a
campus activity such as this
Last Thursday, the 10th to help promote awareness of
annual Health Fair was held important health issues."
in the McCaffrey Center on
When asked his thoughts
the UOP campus.
on the success of the Health
It was put on
Fair, Dr.
by the Student Fifty-eight health, Forsythe, director
Helath Advisory community and of the Health
Committee, oth
Center'
rePlied'
student
erwise known as
swaem
«It was gratifying
SHAC.
organizations to see the student
The
main
participated in this tunvout and the
goals of the
communi*y supvear's
fair"
years rair
port to such a
Health Fair were
increase
to
good cause."
health awareness and proThe Health Fair has been
I vide resource information for part of Pacific's programming
1 both students and faculty for the past 10 years. The cost
members. Fifty-eight health, of the event is kept at a mini
| community and student orga- mum. Health educator for
. nizations participated in this the Crossroads Program at
[ year's fair, which keeps get the Health Center, Ticka
ting bigger each year. This Simon-Rossetto, explains,
year, booths included the "This year we were able to
I American Cancer Society, the receive donations from differ
American Red Cross, 24- ent organizations and agen
Hour
Fitness,
Weight cies from around the commu
Watchers, Hospice of San nity. They provided the
Joaquin County, Baun Fitness information and help, we
Center, PRSSA, University provided the space and
tables."
College and more.
This year's Health Fair was
Lacy Hyland, who helped
PRSSA co-sponsor an organ more successful than last

J

Inesio Royball and Mike Jensen show support for the Mock Olympics, a part of the Health Fair.

year's as there was a total of
54 different organizations
and agencies being represent
ed. In recent years, the aver
age has been between 40 to
50.
Carol Roth, sponsor of
SHAC, summed up the fair
by saying, "The more people
we educate, the more chance
we have to increase the qual
ity of our lives."

SCHOOL
The Pacific Swim School is hiring certified
lifeguards and swim instructors
Red Cross Lifesaving and
R certifications required
Experienced swim instructors are welcome
We will train you for the
Red Cross Learn To Swim Program
Call Melissa Hand at 946-3136 for more information
or stop by the pool to pick up an application

Do You Have...
Bad Credit - No Credit
Low Income - Divorce
Bankruptcy

You can qualify to receive
the most widely used credit
cards in the world today!

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's Loan
Repayment program, you could
get out from under with a threeyear enlistment
Each year you serve on active
duty reduces your indebtedness
by one-third or $1,500, which
ever amount is greater, up to a
$65,000 limit
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans, and cer
tain other federally insured loans, which are not in default
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits youH earn
from die Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.
1-800-USA-ARMY

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE!
www.90army.com

Orientation May 28th - First session starts on June 1st

Call
Helen at
576-4616

>/
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CDO -sponsored author

attracts crowd at McGeorge
THE PACIFICAN

Bins of recyclabie material are part ofUOP's new program.

Recvclina

Continued
from~^Tl
Continued from
page 1

weeks, Ginoza explained
that the issue of a campuswide recycling program
| has been around for a
number of vyears,- but it
really took off this past
Wee7
I he passion and energy
[ were there.
We just
brought m the focus."
1
students
from
ctT *
STAND, including Ginoza;
Joseph Martinez, the head
resident of Grace Covell;

Anc)y Thurmond, a senior
biology/pre-med major;
and Suzan Leonhardt, a
freshman music major,
started the plans for the
event.
The supporters
quickly grew as volunteers
signed
—erup
r to work
vw/ixv at the
me
station, which was open
11"6 each of the three days.
Ginoza remarked, "No
one was more amazed than
I was," in reference to the
way the efforts of six peopie turned out over 500
new signatures on the peti*'

More than 70 students
attended a presentation by
Kimm Walton on March 17
sponsored by the McGeorge
Career Development Office.
Walton is the author of
"How to Get the Legal Job
of Your Dreams," one of the
most popular books on the
subject of legal employ
ment.
CDO also presented onehour Summer Survival
workshops on April 6 and 7
for students who will be
clerking at law firms this
summer. CDO Director Lisa
Wilkins
delivered
an

CO PA

Continued from page 1

their faculty advisor Dr.
Beal. This will be Beal's last
semester as faculty advisor.
The barbecue on Hand
lawn featured coleslaw,
hamburgers, hot dogs,

The Pacifican is looking for
production staff for the Fall
1999 semester. To obtain ^
more information, call Justin
at 946-2115 or email him at
production@thepacifican.com

*• Local 56k access
• FREE Software
• FREE Internet Book
• 10 Megs Web Space
• Toll-free Tech Support
*• 30 Money Back Guarantee

7m©
JSO se( i/|> fce?

www.inreach.com . 800-446-7323 . info@inreach.com

L I 1

•97DD, Remy, Th0
Moose, and Jessica Kat
97DD, Sacramento Chi
Advocates.
Eric Mandel, '96D, wh
works
for
Moonlit
Entertainment
in
Angeles, shared his obsei
vations on entertainmen
law on March 8.
Barbara Brenner, '89D, o
Ellison and Schneider, an<
Ward Tabor, '85D, of thi
California Department o
Water Resources, talkec
about environmental lawoi
March 25.

chips, and all the other typ
ical foods that are found at a
barbecue.
The 74 students who
showed up to vote were the
highest turnout for a COPA
election in recent history.
President
and
VicePresident Elect, Dan Borlick

and Megan Welty botl
served in COPA this schoc
year.
Chris Lee a pre-denta
freshman in COP, was om
student who was unawari
that the elections weri
being held on Thursday anc
did not vote.

Kellianne

<97r

Graduates!!!
w

Do you like to work
with computers?

Akbar,-

overview of 1law office
expectations of summer
clerks.
Librarians
Evy
Posamentier and Sue Welsh
shared practical tips for
completing research assign
ments.
They also identified and
examined attorney practice
guides, books, and tools
with which law students are
not familiar.
The "A Day in the Life"
speaker series resumed on
February 25 with a program
on what to expect in your
first few months as an attor
ney.
The speakers include:

accepting reservationsfor
parties of 10 or more

:

yliaa 1J d2 1
6..
i v

3121 Benjamin Holt £>r.
957-0536 p u:.qo . g.QO

JCe ftistto

W e L o v e tyou

Pam Adams
Julie Anton
Katie Bauer
Laura Benson
Olivia Clay
Louise Crane
Amy Doyle
Angelina

i

Chavonta McGrev
Sarah Pearlman
Kelly Rankin
Ana Reyes
Kendra Romena
Jenn Schering
Jessica Selig

T H E
SARAH CLASS
OP-ED EDITOR
946-2114

EDITORIAL

P A C I F I C A N

ED

Divorce is couple's decision to make
Divorce
is
one of
America's most talked
about social problems. Over
half of all marriages end in
divorce, and families are
torn apart. One of the
groups most affected by this
problem are children.
Children who are raised
in single parent homes are
more likely to commit
crimes, use drugs, and
become a menace to society.
One study shows that
divorced men have higher
levels of testosterone than
married men. Divorced peo
ple are more likely to
become
depressed
or
stressed for many reasons
such as raising children
alone or missing their
spouse. Not only does
divorce effect those directly
involved, such as the chil
dren and the couple, but it
impacts our entire society.
The rise in crime rate and
the increase in adolescent
drug use coincides with the
increase
in
divorce.
Children are influenced in a
negative way by divorce,
and are more likely to harm
society. For this reason,
divorce is a problem that
involves all Americans, not
just children of divorced
couples and divorced cou
ples themselves.
In the past 20 years,
divorce has undergone great
change. Our current policy,
termed "no-fault" divorce,
says that either member of a
couple can file for divorce
for any reason, whether it be
abuse or simply falling out
of love. This policy was
originally endorsed by
interest groups such as

Quote O f
the Week

NOW to protect
abused women. LETb
Prior to the nofault policy, cou
ples had to have
a
"legitimate"
reason
for
divorce.
A result of this
policy has been
couples jumping
into marriages,
because they can
escape the rela
tionship at any
time. After a
divorce, women
are often left
with
children
and little money.
As a solution to
this
problem,
conservative
have
thinkers
offered solutions
such as making
divorce more dif
ficult and anoth
er
group,
Marriage Savers,
has begun pre
marital counsel
ing so that a cou
ple can explore
the true meaning of commit
ment.
Although
Marriage
Savers has been successful
in lowering the divorce rate,
couples should not be
required to participate in
pre-marital counseling. In
the state of Louisiana,
where the divorce rate has
decreased greatly, all cou
ples getting married must
go through counseling. This
system helps people recon
sider their marriage, but it is
unfair to force people to go
to counseling. In addition,

SEE...

YOUR HUSBANp

SEAT

YOU,

PlGHEP YOU. poWN THE STAIRS, L0CKEP

YOU.

IN THE CLOSET, AHt>... OHi LOOkl
pON'r MEET ACQUIREMENT AlUM&EfK
2>\ PERMISSION FOR DIVORCE PEHIEPf

You.
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Weekly news for the
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Trent Allen
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Mandy Jobe
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News Editor

Alex Zamansky

Opinion Editor

Sarah Class

Metro Editor
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C. Colton
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the enormous cost of pro
viding counselors to all cou
ples in the U.S. would be
outrageous.
The other solution, mak
ing divorce more difficult, is
also a policy which brings
many problems. For exam
ple, what constitutes a legit
imate reason for divorce? Is
verbal abuse acceptable, or
only physical abuse? What if
the couple falls out of love?
Is it the government's deci
sion whether or not they
should
be
together?
Although
less
women

would be single mothers
with little money, more peo
ple would be in unhappy
relationships. Although less
children would live with
only one parent, more chil
dren would be exposed to a
hateful relationship between
their parents. These issues
need to be weighed before
we place restrictions on
divorce. Perhaps the best
that can be done right now
is to let others make their
own decisions. If you are
against divorce, then don't
get one.

"Man is condemned to be free: because once thrown into the world, he
is responsible for everything he does." - Jean Paul Sarte

Comm. Dept

How to...
Advertise
• Display - We accept both national and
local display advertising. For more infor
mation, contact our advertising staff at
(209) 946-2114.
•Classified - Classified advertising can be
purclwsed - $1 per line for UOP staff and
students, $2 per line for all others. Please
call Laura Benson at (209) 946-2115.

Subscribe

• A year subscription to the Pacifican
costs $32 ($17 per semster). Send check or
money order to us at the address below,
attn: Subscriptions
Contact Us
•The Pacifican is located on the third floor
of Hand HaU (above KUOP). Office hours
are Monday through Friday, 8 am to 5 pm.
Main (209) 946-2115
Fax: (209) 946-2195
Mail: 3601 Pacific Avenue,
Stockton, CA 95211
e-mail: info@thepacifican.com
The Pacifican is financially assisted
bu the students of UOP

OP-ED
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Irresponsible actions at a
San Francisco blood lab
SCOTT SWITZER
Staff Writer

definite breach of company they are concerned with pre
policy, and that the employee serving their own public
was fired. How ok, but this image.
A California blood lab based employee has worked at five to
In fairness, SmithKline's
in San Francisco, 10 other sites in the past. Just only guilt outside of self
affiliated when did she start re-using preservation is that of having
with the U.S. needles, and how does one go faith in all their employees.
drug
maker about getting in contact with This California lab obviously
S m i t h K l i n e , all of those patients, most like never thought it had to watch
a n n o u n c e d ly numbering in the tens of every employee every minute.
intentions
to thousands?
Maybe they were wrong.
mail notices to approximately
John Okkerse, president of
This employee should be
3,600 patients in San Mateo SmithKline responded to the prosecuted to the maximum
and Santa Clara counties after way the situation was being extent of the law. If it comes to
it was discovered that an handled by saying that they
light that any of these patients
employee, a phlebotomist in had planned to warn the
do have AIDS, then she should
charge of drawing blood, was patients and their doctors
be tried for murder and sen
re-using disposable hypoder before "a public notification."
tenced
to the death penalty.
mic needles.
Before this was allowed to hap Better yet, let's plea bargain
If anyone reading this article pen, The San Francisco
with Kevorkian, give him a
is now queasy and disgusted, Chronicle broke the story.
suspended sentence with the
then you have given the reac
There is no way that The agreement that he put this
tion expected in such a grave Chronicle should have had the
inhumane, unthinking crea
matter. The employee, who is time to break this story before
ture to the most painful death
not being named, openly warnings were sent out. As
possible.
That way, justice is
admitted to re-using dispos soon as this incident came to
served
twice.
Someone who
able needles on occasion. She light, the California laboratory
doesn't
deserve
to live is dead,
washed them in water, and or SmithKline should have
and
Kevorkian,
who doesn't
rinsed them in hydrogen per taken action to warn these peo
deserve
to
be
in
prison,
is free.
oxide. Although this may kill ple. It is very irresponsible that
If
I
sound
too
harsh
to
any
some AIDS or Hepatitis they put this off, possibly hopone,
good.
That
is
just
what
pathogens, it may not kill all of ing it would blow over or their
this system needs, a little more
them.
PR could handle the spin con harshness. Let the innocent be
SmithKline announced this trol. SmithKline is not con
free, but damn the guilty and
week that the violations were a cerned about these
people, their
_
",coc peopie,
rneir innumane
inhumane hearts.
#
#

-THE

Question of the week
COMPILED BY JOE DEVERA

Should it be more difficult
to get a divorce?
T

The other day, my TA
asked us in section whether
we consider ourselves femi
nists. Being a woman, it
seemed like such a simple
question with such an easy
one-word answer. But I
actually had difficulty
answering the question.
Feminism as it is in
today's American society is
so politically charged and
attached to so many nega
tive connotations that many
women who do believe in
some of the principles that
American feminists advo
cate hesitate to label them
selves feminists. The mili
tancy associated with bra
burning, anger, and rage at

1960s and 1970s NOW ral
lies is hardly the image that
1990s women want to iden
tify with. That is also not
the feminism that actually
characterizes
today's
American society.
For me, it isn't so much
the militant stereotype of
feminists that bothers me.
Rather, I am wary of this
overarching,
ambiguous
label called feminism.
What does it mean to be a
feminist anyway? Some
argue that the belief in
equal pay, equal opportuni
ties makes one a feminist.
While there is no ques
tion that those elements are
vital aspects of the femi
nism movement, the great
est flaw about this label,
feminism, is the core
assumption that there are

*

universal women's rights,
and that women nation
wide and internationally
share these beliefs.
Western feminists have
often pointed to Muslim
women as an example of
the kind of oppression that
women globally need to
combat. To some degree
that example rings true.
In Saudi Arabia, for
example,
women
are
coerced into covering their
hair and faces with scarves.
Women are prohibited from
driving; they are prohibited
from walking around late at
night by themselves. Many
of these practices are clearly
indications of the suppres
sion of women's rights. Yet
Western feminists have
taken the Saudi Arabian
See Feminism, page 7

"Yes, I've seen many
friends'parents
divorce rather than
dealing with their
problems."
Kerry Barklow

"No, it seems
getting a divorce is
complicated as it
Benjie Reece
Sophomore
"No, if two people
aren't getting along,
they shouldn't be
together, they could
do damage to each
other emotionally
and physically."
Kendra Holbrook

Feminism in the 20th century

SHUSHINIIIU

PArrr,.

"Yes, you shouldn't
get married in the
first place if you're
going to get a
divorce. You should
know your
compatibility
Yamen Chenekdji
Freshman

Junior

"No, divorce
should be the
choice of the
couple, since it's
their lives."
Rachelle Siskin
Freshman

For our view on this topic, see
the Editorial on page 5.
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My bike was stolen, and now my car was too!
matt davies
Staff Writer
A month ago, Pacifican
Opinion Editor Sarah Class
wrote an article regarding
the recent rash of bicycle
theft that has swept across
the UOP campus. This had
been a problem for some
UOP students, to say the
least, because they were
now bummed that they had
to walk from Southwest or
Grace Covell all the way
over to the classroom build
ings for class. Those who
have been conducting the
thefts could be Stockton
"townies," who are sup
posed to be kept off of the
campus in the first place.

Feminism

Continued from page 6

case as a generalization of
the state of women's rights
in the Muslim World. By
doing so, they fall into the
trap of assuming that
women's rights are univer
sal. One can find numerous
regions in the Muslim
world where this Saudi
Arabian example does not
apply.
In the Sudan, for exam
ple, women have the ability
to decide for themselves
whether they want to cover
their hair with a scarf. This
act is actually a religious
choice, a decision made by
a woman to demonstrate
her belief in modesty.
According to my Sudanese
friend, who is Muslim, most
women do not consider this
an illustration of oppres
sion and gender inequality.
Fundamentally, at the
heart of feminism, interna
tional or Western, is a desire
to seek equality and the lev
eling of the playing field
between genders. But dif
ferent cultures and ethnic
backgrounds require differ
ent needs for women. It is
almost impossible to define
feminism in a universal
manner beyond this core
belief in equality.
Besides, if we believe, as
many do, that women s
rights are universal, then

Now, however, there seems
to be a new trend afoot:
auto theft.
In the past at UOP, auto
theft was nearly nonexis
tent; it was the more acces
sible bicycles that people
had
to worry about.
Recently, though, auto theft
has risen dramatically. If
you look at the campus
crime report (page 2) over
the year, you can see that
the trend is obvious.
Many students are no
doubt wondering why this
is happening. Part of Public
Safety's purpose is to insure
that this kind of thing does
n't happen. But they are in
over their heads.
Although many of us

don't want to admit it, we
need Public Safety here on
campus.
Because
this
school is plopped down
right in the middle of
Stockton, a city with high
amounts of crime and a lot
of street scum, Public Safety
makes us all sleep a little
safer at night. I actually sort
of like Public Safety: Officer
Fields is a lovable character,
and good at what he does.
Even Officer Wayne can
bring a good sense of
humor to the job, and while
we won't give Officer
Lopez points for style, he
does what he needs to.
Public Safety is doing its
job, so what is going

that assumption begs the
question of agency. Who
determines what rights
women around the world
should be concerned about
and fighting for?
It seems like feminism
can't be discussed as a sin
gle ideal — even in
America. Each person has
to define it for him/herself
with respect to what con
cerns the external condi
tions of society imposed
upon him/her. Feminism is
a kind of self/ other identifi
cation
For some women (and
men), their belief in femi
nism is to rid the American
society of gender discrimi
nation such as salary, pro
motions and sexual harass
ment in the work place. For
others, the battle for
women's rights and gender
equality goes beyond that.
There is much work, they
argue, to be done to level
the playing field for
women. We can't stop
because our concerns have
been addressed.
It is not that I don't agree.
I think that the argument
for this belief is valid and
justified. However, this
argument buys into the
belief that there is a doc
trine of universal women's
rights, and that these
women can represent and
make decisions for others as
to what their equality con

female factory worker or a
cerns are.
I argue that women's female working in the cor
rights need to be placed in porate world may have dif
cultural contexts not only of ferent concerns regarding
race but of cultural values equality such as pay and
such as class, disparities, privileges; maternity leaves,
and religious beliefs. For and promotions.
We all believe in the
example, I, as a woman in
value
of gender equality, yet
academics and a woman of
have
different concerns
we
color, am first and foremost
about
gender
equality. In
concerned with the issue of
that
sense,
women's
rights
hiring in the academia. I am
outraged by the gender are not a universal good;
imbalance in the faculty at neither are they timeless. I
Yale, for example, and sup may not identify with the
port efforts to amend this
situation.
On the other hand, a

See Stolen, page 8
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concerns of women in the
corporate
world
now
because I have not experi
enced them, and therefore
am not well-informed. But
ten years from now, maybe I
will feel differently.
Simply put, what I am
arguing is that women's
rights are not timeless.
Concerns surrounding gen
der equality are fluid. They
have changed and will con
tinue to change over the
course of history.
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Feminism
universal
SARAH CLASS
Opinion Editor

I am responding to the
I article titled "Feminism in
the 20th Century." (see page
6) Although it is important
for us to take people's cul
tures and religions into con
sideration, the idea behind
feminism- the equality of all
people- is one which can be
applied universally. The
author of the article makes
the point that Muslim
women CHOOSE to cover
their faces, as it is not
required by law. First of all,
just because they are not
shot or tortured if their faces
are not covered doesn't
mean that they really want
to. This is culturally forced
upon them; the ideal of
modesty is valued in their
I country, and these women, I
trying to satisfy this ideal,
cover their faces. In a sense,
they are not, in fact, "choosI ing this fate. The same I
thing has happened in the
I U.S. In the 1950s women I
were expected to be good
housewives. Women who
attended college were I
looked down upon for not I
' getting married and for
being too ambitious. Just
because women actually
did this doesn't mean that
they wanted to. After the
feminism movement of the
1960s and 1970s, the expec- I
tations for women in
America changed. Today I
we are not particularly
domestic or modest. As I
feminists, it is our job to I
change other nations the
same way that our nation
has been changed so that
women are not expected to
choose" the lifestyles that
they do. The idea of femi
nism is universal, and it is
important that we help all
women gain more freedom
whether it be in dress,
behavior, or expectations. I
am also disappointed that
someone who calls herself a
feminist says that she has no
concern for issues involving
women in the workplace. I

Continued from page 7

wrong? What can explain
this sudden rise in car
thefts? It's not laziness on

the part of Public Safety,
Could
ild it be the razor-sharp
quickness and professional
skill of these townie car
thieves? I don't think so.
It seems to me that there

are just not enough officers force considerabiwTT""
to patrol this university, and more officers or
th^^ "
or o,
ne
this is a problem.
to bring in som
6
X
p
ei
Something is definitely who are adept a t
Catchil
wrong here. Either Public car thieves.
Safety needs to beef up their
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Holocaust survivors share personal experiences
a k I r w 1 / A XI r T r n n r a i r

^a

4DI KAY STEPHENS
ro Editor

U

eroes are somewhere lost
ir hearts pushing us simple
umans to the brightest possiilities life has to offer. They are
ie soldiers of time who fought
>r freedom and cared about
lie's passions. In truth they
eUeve d inspire. Soldiers,
ngels or heroes, whatever
; spirits may be, they have
ength that embraces the
rid.
ienry Ebstein and Rose
per are two of those generJspirits that touch humanity
their perseverance of
outstanding endurance,
sparkling laughter. Their
i are an unfortunate legacy
ain that no one should ever
1 to endure.
leyer is a Jewish woman
• unfortunately feels she
lissed part of life. "I was
lever a teenager. Four years I
uven't lived. Thank God you
lon't have to do this. Try and
elp each other...it's the most
tiportant thing you can do,"
aid Meyer.
Years of her youth were
•tolen from her in a time of
and brutality that is to
day and in the future,
ver to be completely underBoth Ebstein and Meyer
survivors of the shoah, a
»ord meaning holocaust in

...

The Holocaust was the
destruction of some six million
Jews by Nazis and other terror
ists in Europe from 1933-1945.
Jews were the scapegoats used
by Hitler's propaganda. They
were blamed for a depression
and ridiculed for their ability to
stay close as a people.
Adolph Hitler and his merci
less band of Nazis traumatized
Germany and the world dur
ing World War II. Shoah was a
period of destruction and anni
hilation of a people and a piece
of humanity.
Ebstein and Meyer were
guest lecturers at UOP's
Judaism class, taught by Rabbi
Jason Gwasdoff of Stockton's
Temple Israel.
Survivors of the holocaust
are a dwindling population. As
years pass on, there are fewer
of these remarkable people left
to tell the truth about a devas
tating point in human history
"You have to believe in
something," remarked Ebstein.
The words reverberated across
the classroom in Morris
Chapel.
Ebstein's survival journey
was not typical. He managed to
find his way to Shanghai,
China when escaping Nazi per
secution.
He clearly remembers
Kristalnacht, the night of bro
ken glass, where looters pil
laged through Jewish shops.
"Keep in mind it was so orga

nized, in every village and
every town."
He recalls the police stand
ing by and doing nothing. "1
can still remember to this day a
big synagogue that burned
down in a day or two," shared
Ebstein.
In so few words, the two sur
vivors made an impression on
the class, on a younger genera
tion that now holds true
accounts of holocaust survival
in their memories.
Neither of the two com
plained of any hatred towards
the German people. Meyer is
forgiving of people. She real
izes thai, "Hitler didn't do the
German people any favors."
Ebstein spoke about the
realm of German attitudes, and
realized that many German
people were not a part of the
annihilation. "Some people
will just keep hating people.
Some people had to believe in
Nazi party (propaganda) just to
have a job."
The memories and events of
the holocaust are a part of their
lifie, and a part of every single
day. Each survivor has a story
to contribute, but many find it
too difficult to reveal the atroci
ties they faced in camps or
from any part of their experi
ence.
Rabbi Gwasdoff commented
on a theme among survivors.
They survived because of their
resilience. They were "tena

cious hard
workers |
The surv i v o r sI
h a d
"value tn
Germans
as slave
labor,"I
sud the|
instructor
Many I
survivors
believe it
WM

A|

matter of Rose Meyer and Henry Ebstein, two Holocaust surluck
or vivors, slurml their experiences with LH»/' \hulents.
chance
nosy," laughed Meyer She
that they were chosen to live.
gave an account when she saw
Ebstein made it to the United a German plane crash. She
States by selling stamps that he asked an SS officer about U the
had collected before the perse following day and told she was
cution began. His mother not supposed to know about it.
sewed the valuable postage
As they spoke the pair
into a panel of his coat.
would alternate in their time
"I sold my stamps at a pawn lines. No two survival expenshop for S2000-53000 dollars. I ences are the same.
arrived January 8,1948. Within
One-third of the Jewish pop
one week 1 had a job," told ulation was lulled during the
Ebstein of his pathway to the Holocaust
United States.
Both Ebstein and Meyer
Ebstein's account of his jour humorously appealed to their
ney to the United States was audience of students Many
illuminated by his eagerness to students were thankful for the
share.
opportunity to hear them
Meyer was 12 years old speak.
when the tenor began. Her
Meyer and Ebstein had the
strength and endurance kept spirit and strength to survive
her Jive. She worked with and now use their expencncrs
fiberglass. "It gets tn your lungs to communicate the truth about
and skin."
the holocaust's devastation.
"I am a person who is very

OPA's BBQ event attracts variety of students
)SEPH DE VERA
iff Writer
Last Thursday the College
the Pacific Student
ation, COPA, held its
nual barbecue on Hand
11 lawn. Students and fac
ulty were invited to an after*
toon of entertainment, fun,
and good food.
COPA board members,
sporting their new COPA
*hirts, were busy preparing
food and barbecuing while
Entertaining students and
f

faculty. Elections for next
year's COPA board were also
held. Unfortunately, the bal
lots were mostly write-ins,
because not many students
were interested in running
for a position.
In addition to elections,
students had the opportunity
to listen to two bands and
play volleyball. The bands
played a variety of music.
COPA board member Daniel
Borlik said. The bands were
good in playing their respect
ed music."

The attendance goal for
COPA this year was approxi
mately 300 faculty and stu
dents. For three hours
straight, attendance was con
sistent. COPA board member
Tracy TeUver stated. "It was
hard to keep up with the food
supply. I was really busy in
making sure that trays were
full and that we had enough
food." COPA board members
were also faced with the chal
lenge of keeping up with the
long lines of students waiting
for hot-dogs and hamburgers

right off the grill. COPA
board member, Andrew
Pitcher explained, "When we
added extra charcoal the fire
died out and it took us a
while to get the grill hot
enough to cook again "
Dining Services provided
food and supplies for this
year's barbecue
COPA
President Melissa Durkin
said, "Even when we were
running out of food and
utensils. Dining Services was
nice enough to provide us
with extra things that we

needed " Crossroads also
sponsored the event with free
mocktails
Durkin said. "1 think that
we were very successful m
getting students to come out
eat and have fun. Although
we didn't have a theme this
yeat, COPA worked hard at
advertising and getting sup
port from the students " Even
with a few- shortcomings at
this year's barbecue. COPA
did an excellent job and will
use this experience to make
next vear's event even better
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ESB
students Courses provide extra summer credit
share
global
options
LIFELONG LEARNING

THE PACIFICAN

GEORCINE KRYDA
Guest Writer

If you are planning to take
classes this summer, consid
er taking advantage of some
of the unique and inexpen
sive Lifelong Learning class
es that will be olfered for
one or two extended educa
tion credits. These classes
are offered in the late after
noon, in the evening, or over
a weekend. The complete
summer Lifelong Learning

catalog will be available by
the end of May.
Among the classes to be
offered are "How to Make a
Positive Career Transition,"
and "Creating Your Own
Web Page," "Microsoit
Office 97: Power for the
Workplace," and "Language
and Culture of Spain and
Latin America."
Several
courses
are
offered for non-credit only,
but may pique your interest.

These include: "Introduction
to Fly Fishing," "The Art of
Discount Travel," and "See
the World on a Shoestring as
an Air Courier."
If you need another unit
or two before graduation
this month, a few spaces
remain in "Overview of
Buddhism," Saturday, May
1, 9:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m., and
Sunday, May 2, 9:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m. Cost is $120 for
one extended education

unit.
There is also space a'
able in "Self Hypnosis: T
for Change," Saturday ;
1, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sunday, May 2, 9:00 a
5:30 p.m. Cost is $120
one extended educa
unit.
For more inrormatior
to register for any of tl
classes,
call
Lilel
Learning at (209) 946-242
stop by McConchie Hall.
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Veterans on payroll
MAX ENAD
Guest Writer

k:
The month oi
''Veteran
Appreciation
Month" in California, It is a
period to reach out to
remind employers of the
need for jobs for our former
members of the military.
California recognizes the
fact that former military
men and women possess
in today's job market, such
as highly developed skills,
experience, maturity, and
loyalty.
The State Employment
Development Department
(EDD) is seeking support
from
local
employer
groups, organized labor
unions, and veteran s crr^^a
nizations to hire, retain,
and promote military vet
erans consistent with their
abilities. Those men and
women who have served
our country to preserve our
and experience
look for in a worker. Most
employers who already

METRO.

employ veterans in their
work forces know that it is
a good investment to hire
veterans because of the
training and solid skills
that these men and women
bring to the workplace.
Any employer wanting
assistance in hiring a veter
an should call the nearest
EDD office. Employers
willing to provide on-thejob training opportunities
to veterans should explore
the available monetary
incentives to help pay for
training costs. During the
first full week of May 2
through May 8 our local
veterans representatives in
EDD offices will focus on
the sendees and programs
available to former military
personnel. Veterans are
encouraged to come in to
the nearest EDD office for
assistance.
The
address
for
Employment Development
Department is 135 West
Fremont Street Stockton,
CA 95202. Contact the
office for more information
at (209) 948-7825.

s Veteran
Appreciation
Month
The Reserve at Spanos Park
Reserve at Spanos Park, Stockton's newest
id premier golfing facility has immediate
lings for Pro Shop staff, cart attendants, an
•rienced Kitchen Manager, kitchen staff (all
dons), bartenders, servers, counter and cart
sons. We seek enthusiastic individuals with
lir for service and an eye for details. Please
ly in person on Tuesday, 5/4, and Thursday,
i, between 10 am and 5 pm at the Reserve,
>301 W. Eight Mile Road in Stockton.
No phone calls please.
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The crowd on Hand Hall Lawn enjoyed the sounds of the David Godecke Alumni Concert
last Sunday. The group played the theme from Star Wars and other American favorites.

School of Engineering

Donations gladly accepted
THE PACIFICAN

University of the Pacific
School of Engineering will
hold its annual awards ban
quet April 29, 1999 to recog
nize outstanding students.
Valedictorian, outstand
ing graduate, academic
excellence in all the engi
neering disciplines and out
standing co-op student

WE'VE

awards wil be presented.
Also honored will be
S t a n f o r d
Telecommunications for its
continuing
support
of
Pacific's engineering pro
gram. STel donated $1000 to
defray educational costs for
talented students in the
Math and
Engineering
Science
Achievement
(MESA) engineering pro

gram and will present a
check to a student at the
banquet.
The amount will be com
bined with the $2,500 given
last year to establish a per
petual STel MESA scholar
ship award. Electrical engi
neering graduate, James
Cardenas who works for
STel will present the scholar
ship.
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M a n a g e m e n t Trainee* *
$oy Area, Sacramento* Stockton and Modesto
This is an entry level position assisting in all operational functions
such as processing customer transactions, developing a client
base and conducting all other dally operational activities. Our
program provides trainees with the tools and skills to rapidly
advance to the next level. Candidates should possess a high
energy level, some customer service experience, a willingness
to learn the business from the ground up, and maintain a flexible
attitude toward working ond training. We require a 4 yeor
degree or relevant experience, a clean DMV record, a valid
Californio driver's license, and strong communication skills.

In exchange, we offer:
• Entry level pay plus an incentive plan.
• Promotional opportunities.
• Expansive benefit package.
• 401 k and pension plan after 1 year of service.
The Herts Cor;Kir#ti<>ii

job# UOP99

Please send your resume to :
Equal Opportunity Employer
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'Life' is

Top Ten

Good

Top Ten Reasons You
Know You Won't Be
Prepared For Finals

MELISSA DURKIN
Staff Writer

"Life" —Comedy
Starring: Eddie Murphy,
Martin Lawrence, Obba
Babatunde, Rick James, Bernie
Mac, Miguel A. Nunez, Jr.,
Ned Beatty, Clarence Williams
111, and Bokeem Woodbine.
Directed by: Ted Demme.
Rated: PC-IT
Duration: 100 minutes.
Rating: •••

10) You've spent everyday
since Christmas attempting
to teach your Furby to speal
english

Mm

9) The guy who usually gives
you his notes was sick for the

He's back...that is Eddie
Murphy's back in a colorful,
telling comedy about two
black men stuck in prison
together for most of the twen
tieth century. Murphy's costar is Martin Lawrence. Both
actors combine their expres
sive humor with subtle seri
ousness to create an excellent
film. It is good to see the stars
tackle heavier material with
success.
But don't get me wrong.
Would you like some fries with that? COP voted in their officers and Dan Borlik am
This movie is funny. It is a
Tracy Tellyer served up the grub at the COPA barbecue last Thursday.
comedy. It's just that right
beneath the surface of the
i\ay ana vuauae are sent to
Murphy and Lawrence
film's humor is a commen a Mississippi prison. But, it's have great chemistry togeth able to rejoin society.
The movie gains added
tary about the social condi really not that bad there. It's er. They play off of each
dimension
through the style.
tions of our country, particu more like a collective of crim other's intensity and quick
Quick,
multi-angled
shots,
larly race relations. You may inals who work the land to quips. Unlike other perfor
combined
with
fade-outs
and
laugh hard at some of the sustain themselves. The men mances,
Murphy
and dream interludes, give the
hilarious scenes, but shortly are not chained. They are not Lawrence do not overdo it in
movie energy and emotion.
after you will probably be put in cells. They get to play
this movie. I especially like They are designed to elicit
thinking something like, baseball and have barbecues.
the friendship they build. It is
"Wow, that was pretty They even get conjugal visits. the point of the story. More humor and compassion. The
a
messed up."
The catch is that they cannot than the racism or the injus ging of Murphy and
Lawrence to represent Ray
The movie centers around leave a certain radius around
tice portrayed in the film, it is and Claude in their older
Ray (Murphy) and Claude the complex, or they will be
the bond that Ray and Claude years is also well done.
(Lawrence), two New Yorkers shot.
form, despite a camouflage of
At the conclusion of the
wrapped up in a whole lot of
The rest of the film devel bickering, that is the heart of
film,
you will have laughed
together.
The
men
trouble
ops the rough relationship of "Life".
and felt angry. But the rage
first meet in a New York club Ray and Claude and is filled
I also enjoyed the rest of and despair are lightened
in 1932, where Ray pickpock with their countless attempts
the
cast. The caricatures are because the movie does not
ets Claude's wallet. Since the to escape from the prison.
entertaining,
and set up good focus on the cruelty of Ray
wallet is empty, both Ray and Some of their break-outs are
anecdotes
for
Ray and and Claude's predicament.
Claude have to pay off their hilarious. I couldn't stop
Claude.
I
particularly
liked Rather, the two wrongfully
debt to the owner, a Harlem laughing when Ray crashed
the
side
plot
of
the
gay
pris accused men display humor
gangster, by picking up some an airplane he stole to fly
oner.
He
is
able
to
freely
ous acceptance, while never
Moonshine for him in away from the prison. My
Mississippi.
The
next favorite part involved Claude express his sexuality within really resolving to die in
sequences get complicated as and Ray standing on coke the vanguard. But, when he prison. They fight for their
Ray and Claude get framed bottles as punishment for receives his walking papers, freedom until the bitter end.
for a murder they didn't com Claude crossing the com he saddens. He is afraid that When you look back at it, you
the real world will not accept may discover that it was
mit. Their sentence: life.
pound borders to eat a pie.
him and that he will not be "life" after all.
'

last five weeks of class
8) You're too busy
stockpiling things in your
room preparing for the Y2K
disaster
7) You were just released
from that Tijuana jail after
your unfortunate Spring
Break incident
6) Your sorority's "secret test
files" were misplaced during
inititation
S) Your "5 minute" study
breaks usually end up as
drunken nights at a fraternity
4) Your professor doesn't
think the six stitches on your
wrist should prevent you from
taking finals
3) You're still not sure when
midterms are
2) You don't want to end
your streak of consecutive
days without going to a
single class
1) Your study partners... jim
Beam and jack Daniels

Compiled by
Brad Franca
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Fusion of poetry and music for the soul Charming
novel

IKRAM KHASIM
Staff Writer

"A Gift of Love" is a medi
However, the interpreta tain phrases radiated from
tative journey to the deepest tion to whom the "beloved" the original Farsi, giving life
territories of your soul, where might be (God or human) is to a new creation but retain
ing the essence of its
love
is born. Using
A
source."
the concept of ono
Consisting of 36
matopoeia,
the
tracks, "A Gift of
sound echoes the
:•••••
Love"
features
senses to transport
Chopra with a mul
"A
lover
asks
his you to a higher
titude of artists like
beloved/Do you love your state of awareness.
Madonna
(on
self more than you love
Thanks
to
"Bittersweet"),
me/The beloved replied, 'I Deepak Chopra—
Demi Moore (on
have died to myself andIlive the world's most
"Do You Love Me"),
for you...I love you, I love renowned motiva
Martin
Sheen,
tional speaker on
myself.'"
Goldie
Hawn,
the
The sensuous voice of integrating
Debra Winger, Rosa
Demi Moore echoes through mind, body, and
Parks, and others
a background of Indian per spirit—this record
reading translations
ing
presents
music
cussion and trip-hop beats.
of the poetry of
She is not singing, but speak inspired by the
Rumi.
ing to you, telling you a story love poems of
Put on this album,
centuries old. You begin to Rumi, the 13th cen- Chopra brings 13th century poetry alive in music
turn
off the lights,
get extremely relaxed and tury Sufi scholar
take
a
deep
breath,
and pre
up
to
the
minds
of
the
listen
and
poet.
Rumi's
poetry
envision a place where lan
pare
to
go
on
a
journey
to
er.
This
album
only
conveys
reflects
the
absolute
love
of
guage and music collide—
you get in touch with your God, the intoxication "by the the universal concept of love. your soul.
For more information on
soul, with your yearnings, madness of [His] love" where "They are not direct transla
Deepak
Chopra,
visit
tions,
but
"moods"
that
with the agony and ecstasy one can be so "drunk" to lose
[Chopra]
hascaptured
as
cerwmv.chopra.com
"the way to [their] house."
of "divine" love.

A&E WEB NAVIGATOR

LINDSAY GRIMES
STAFF WRITER

How do you begin to sep
arate the truths, lies, halftruths, and romanticized
notions of a lifetime? When is
what you remember a mem
ory and when is it an inven
tion of memory? How do
you grieve and keep loving?
These are the questions at
stake for family and friends
gathered to mourn the death
of their charming Billy.
"Charming Billy" is Alice
McDermott's fourth novel,
and a treasure trove of IrishAmerican idiosyncrasies that
form the story of Billy's life.
The novel is a mesmerizing
exploration of the intricacies
of all of life's interwoven
dependecics. McDermott's
talent for painting a picture is
almost surreal. Her eloSee Novel, page 14

University of the Pacific
SUMMER SESSIONS

IKRAM KHASIM
Staff Writer
What's more exciting than buying CDs online? Making
them online, of course! These sites let you custom make
CDs from pre-selected tracks to your liking.

© ® ® ®
from one giant step forward in your college career..,

MusicMaker
www.musicmaker.com

.

CustomDisc.com
www.customdisc.com

EZCD
www.ezcd.com

Over 200 academic courses offered

CDuctive
www.cductive.com

"Fast Track" to a Teaching Credential
Complete a course in 4-5 weeks

-

I

AFFORDABLE
Reduced tuition

ACCESSIBLE
Convenient registration
No admissions application needed

tunic
NEWYORKSTVLEPIZZA
SANOWlCtfS • FRESHSALADS - SOUP
mm>m$

$2.09 Off
Any Lai^e Pizza

AVAILABLE
Summer I

May 17-June 18
School of Education: May 17-Juno 11

Summer •

June 21-July 23

we* per pizza

School of Education: Jun«14-July 1*

Summer M

July 26-August 20
School of Education: July1»-August 20

f

San Francisco 49ers
Summer Training Camp
J (July 26-August 17)
—4 w

Sportscasting Camp
49BS SUMMBi HOME

For registration information and course catalog call

University of the Pacific
Stockton, CA 95211
http://www.uop.edu

(209) 946-2424

ARTS
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Resturant serves tasty food & slow service
HOLLY CACCIAPACLIA
Staff Writer

Yoneda Japanese
Restaurant
Location: 1101 E. March
Lane Suite M; 477-1667
Hours: Wed-Sun: lunch 112, dinner 5-9 Closed on
Monday and Tuesday
Looking
for
another
Japanese restaurant I found
Yoneda's. It seems to be a very
popular place around lunch
time. The small restaurant was
packed. There was a little wait.
Waiting for my friend to show
up, I ordered our lunch. Along

with it I ordered us two Cokes.
Ten minutes later my friend
shows up and the waitress
asked if he wanted a drink. He
was under the impression I
had already ordered him one
but he ordered one anyway.
Fifteen minutes later, wonder
ing where the drinks were, we
made a request. Then, ten min
utes after the latest request, we
received one drink. So then I
ordered another. This one also
arrived about ten minutes later.
Needless to say, I was not
impressed with the service.
Perhaps at a less busy time the
service may have been more

satisfactory.
My friend and I shared our
meals. We tried the beef katsu
($8.75) which was deep fried
strips of beef. It came with miso
soup, and a Japanese pickle
salad. The other entree we had
was one of the daily lunch spe
cials- chicken san sho ($5.00). It
was teriyaki chicken with katsu
sauce. It was served with miso
soup and tempura.
I enjoyed the chicken meal
more than the beef. It seemed
to have more flavor, although it
was a little overcooked. The
beef was good after dipping it
in the katsu sauce. Soy sauce,

along with the katsu sauce, is
also available on the table. Our
meals were escorted by a big
container of white rice. After
my meal, I tried to order their
green tea ice cream but they
were out of it.
Most meals range from $7$9, but all lunch specials were
$5. They do have combination
dinners for $9.85, where you
have your choice of two
entrees. They offer chicken
salad and a lot of noodle and
rice meals. Overall, I wasn't too
impressed with Yoneda's.
Perhaps I should have come at
a different time.

Concilio's Cinco de Mayo celebration
THE PACIFICAN

A day of fun, games for the
children, food, entertainment
and information booths are all
part of Council for the Spanish
Speaking's (Concilio's) Cinco
de Mayo Celebration. Held
May 2,1999 from 2 to 7 p. m. at
Stockton McLeods Lake Park
and Civic Auditorium immedi

ately following the Cinco de
Mayo Parade. Admission is
free.
Sponsored by San Joaquin
Beverage Company and Food 4
Less, events at the Civic
Auditorium include entertain
ment by the Mike Torres Band
and Mariachi Los Jilqueros, as
well as a variety of information
booths from consumer credit to

health services.
Latino Partnership For a
Healthy Tomorrow and Health
Plan of San Joaquin will spon
sor Concilio's drug, alcohol
and tobacco free family event at
McLeods Lake Park. The event
will feature music by Enkda - 2
and Los Centauros and a chil
dren's parade starting at 5:00
p.m. Concilio's Latino Mental

Ning Hou's Delta Inspirations

Health Services will supervise
a free children's craft booth
from 1 to 5 p.m. Games, food
court and information booths
will be set up.
The Civic Auditorium and
McLeods Lake Park are located
on the corners of Fremont and
Center Streets. For more infor
mation, contact Diana Salazar
at 547-2855.

Sunday, May 2, 1999-Sunday, July 4; Upper West Gallery
THE PACIFICAN

Ning Hou found the light he
had sought on both sides of the
world when he discovered the
Delta region of California's
Central Valley. To this sensitive
artist, the clear golden light of
the Delta is as distinctive as the
light of Provence was to the
Impressionist painters. It suf
fuses his work, adds vibrancy
to his landscapes, and inspires
Je high contrast of his threedimensional structural paintThe Haggin Museum is
proud to present this talented
artist s first one-man museum
show, Ning Hou's Delta
Inspirations, May 2-July 4,
1999. The exhibition will fea
ture over seventy-five of his
works, including oil paintings
that depict the Delta landscape
and the community of Locke.
Scenes of orchards, flowers,
fields, and the Delta's water
ways reflect his passion for the

natural beauty of the region's
environment. His evocative
depictions of the residents of
Locke and the town's architec
ture reveal his love for his
adopted home.
Born in China in 1957, Ning
Hou studied art as an under
graduate at The Shanghai Art
Institute. Encouraged to seek
further training abroad, he
came to San Francisco in 1983
to study at the Academy of Art
^ where he
IIC received
lc,clveu IUS
College
his
Masters of Fine Arts degree. He
has taught painting and drawmg at the Academy since 1991.
Ten years ago, he moved to
Locke, the small Delta town
built by the Chinese in 1915,
where he has set up his studio.
Drawing upon both eastern
and western traditions of art,
Ning Hou combines oriental
brush work with a bold use of
complementary colors inspired
by western artists like Van
Gogh and de Kooning. His
appreciation for light and his

desire to capture the sensation
of the moment are strongly
reminiscent
of
the
Impressionist painters. Ning
Hou has a profound sense of
his own place in the history of
art, writing "As artists, we are
all stepping stones, learning
from each other, undergoing
the same struggles, giving and
taking.
Ning Hou has pioneered a
type of three-dimensional
painting by applying oil paint
to wood. Numerous examples
of these large and heavy works
will be on display in the exhibi
tion. Some are painted on
pieces of fire wood, others on
branches, yet another on a
wood wine barrel. They
include portraits of the artist
and his wife entitled American
Gothic, Part 1 and 2, that are
free-standing, making it possi
ble for visitors to view these
paintings as if they were sculp
tures. Other long, narrow,
three-dimensional
ceiling

paintings depict landscape
scenes in the Delta painted in
segments over a twenty-four
hour period.
Works by Ning Hou have
been widely shown in China
and throughout California. He
is the winner of numerous
awards from juried exhibitions
and is a respected juror himself.
He is currently finalizing plans
to establish his own art muse
um in Locke and start a Master
of Fine Arts program for pro
fessional and amateur artists.
For additional details, con
tact Susan Benedetti, Museum
Editor, at 462-4116. Open daily
except Mondays, 1:30-5:00
p.m., the museum is located in
Victory Park at 1201 N.
Pershing Avenue, Stockton.
Admission to the museum and
this exhibition is free. A dona
tion of $2.00 for adults and
$1.00 for seniors and children is
suggested. For wheelchair or
special access, please call
ahead.

and still leave such mystery

TR aslrwmrf mcr
m

7

As we read the stories of
and around Billy's life we
begin to realize'how little
individuals know about the
far-reaching effects of their
stories, be they truth or lies.
The narrator, who until the
end of the story/ seems such
an inconsequential character,
ties together for us the stories
of love between men and
women, of family bonds, of
the biggest lies and the
largest unsung truths, of an
alcoholic known as Billy anc
the lives that revolver
around his and the lives has
revolved around.
This is a novel that does
true justice to the word com>lexity, a work that allows
roth romanticism and real
ism, a work that realizes the
ine line between the two
; McDermott captures the per
folic in a stark truth without
gnoring the glossy blurrec
lines between the reality of
its victim.
Ms. I
created a
readers'
world o:

has truly
that opens
to a whole

>le trait known as charm and
of the capacity of a single
story, also known in Ireland
as a charm.
Ultimately, McDermott
„rellbinds us all in an intri
cate web of charms, and as
we try to untangle that web,
we begin to learn. We begin
See that what we believe is
powerful as what is real
and that the line between
what is actual and what is
imagined is blurred for a rea
son. Lives are not simple,
people are not simple, and as
„ .~ r h a r f n read this
novel yourself and discover
your own lessons, for if H e
here it is
affect us
tri the
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The
Junior
Mint
ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor
I have found that there
is definitely an art to slid
ing into a base when play
ing baseball or softball.
Unfortunately, 1 have for
gotten this art from my
days
of
ballplayin'.
Recently, I did a "tumble,"
if you will, into homeplate.
Apparently, my
upper body was moving
forward too fast for my
lower half to keep up and 1
went headfirst into the
dirt, except my hands
broke my fall and I started
a somersault-like crawl
toward home plate. The
problem was that I was ten
feet away from homeplate.
Of course, this captured
the attention of all those
playing and I was wel
comed with high fives for
my effort. Oh yes, I was
safe because everyone in
the
field
was
too
"amused" to make any
sort of play to the plate.
We are all a few weeks
away from perhaps one of
the greatest moments in
our lifetimes — the pre
mier of Star Wars, Epsiode
One. The preview is so
good that there isn't even
any narration to introduce
the storyline. 1 think that
this movie will perhaps
become the first movie to
surpass the $100 million
mark in its opening week
end.
Supposedly next week
is "dead week" because
there are no classes. Ihave
a sneaking suspicion that
the only thing that will
"die" will be us students
because of the whole
"finals" tlting. Of course,
we won't die until aft<T
the year is over when ve
can finally
relax but
unfortunately; we are too
wiped out to do anything.'
Oh well.
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P AGE IS

Horoscopes

Aquarius

(January 20 ly February 18)
You have jrftfiiii iwhjWi extreme
ly comiq(t*bi***P*5k' ant you are
TMnprf nl r

Gemini
(May 21 tu.Jiine 20) You find
yourself ape.ijjh^ .ityi moving
with uniiWalfw.i^i! at%4 panache.
People wno hoxt igixupd you in
the past sudTehlyjlixij/'upoo you
with interest ^

Libra

(September^iLlt) October 22)
Your siih^rant^inw* turn
faulty ai
a smootl
nism. Sh'
value of

Pisces

(February 19 t^Maixh 20) Learn
to dixiinguph'ffw jj}hlp> that you
really
tiat
that
you nant i • lk.. -r tfjt hard to
tell, but yvih
pon
dered the
tufl while.

Taurus

Aries

(Apnl 20 kxAV> 20) lake a
(March 21 aoAprtl 19) Physical
; lite a Utile
thing* *aW>y*nuchjpo(e attrac
l* the
tive tfvuyfwy
Sin roualy- It
i»notth4<'' *->. ,«» ihanged, key wof^NthouAaW^iblv with
but thahji-u W LVAaxg at it in a your laitylry^jewiwl "Mead of
your tavi
iiliferent liWl )

Virgo

Leo

Cancer
(June 21
Bypaa* the
quick fix
proven
method
u^lMj AJfrough the
story of
ffrv hate is
a bit ilulkCpiftx tyftfung you'd

(August 2} usW^tember 22) It
is not

comfort^
fiery ou
people

Capricorn

Sagittarius

Scorpio

22_jo January 19)
your social
i m usually
jyou may
new pro
le

(November 22JwDecember 21)
November 21)
(October
tight time- NoaUlgia mWA/V* iransiorms
You ate
luxury
lines, .ir>d
ay from Co dig La
CliSr""
of sun
others for love rvotr4. ^u JUftw>lv laugh
things I
them away at yourself fbto^fi'four tears
help, at W-.ist duut

Soap Opera Updates
All My
Children

Days of Our
Lives

General
Hospital

The Young and
the Restless

Brad and Jack agreed to
Laura was horrified to
Austin decided he would
Ryan felt closer to Gillian
keep
Ryan with the compa
but wasn't sure he was fly to Carrie and try to get see Luke was being "com
ny.
But
Jack was still unsure
forted"
by
Tammy.
Luke
ready to commit to her. their marriage back on
about
Ryan's
loyalties Ann
later
told
Felicia
he
held
track
again.
Victor's
plan
David's file on Adam was
taken before Tad and could possibly threaten Jason and Sonny responsi told Chris while Cassie's
Adrian could read it. To Lucas' future plans with ble for Lucky's death. adoption was legal, it
have
been
Trevor's chagrin, Raquel Nicole. Later, Nicole con Meanwhile, a very much wouldn't
approved
if
Ray
had
gone
alive
Lucky
struggled
to
sidered
Kate's
startling
claimed that she was too ill
through proper channels.
escape his cell.
to sign the divorce papers. offer.

SIGNATURE PHOTOGRAPHY

wm

'Professional Alanayement 'State oftbeartfunes* Center
'Convenient Fwtt-tixt eoasberfdryer booknfs
• I amltrJ ceiBmgs ' HWt US MMfJirefUces
• Outside tlueugt *
6ak*ny 'Tennis nmrt
'SfarkhngfuolHtfn' Ladi Sebont DisL
' CantroOed-access gates ° 24-Hour

^r

BouuSor
seAsion

Y

I
STOCKTON'S PREMIERE PORTRAIT
AND WEDDING STUOIOI
2540 Faofir Avenue. Suite LSkxlwvCA^IW

(209) 469-2448

OpenDoors to Better Living!
AfartmentHome Features:

1

Office Hours:
Monday-Friday 9-6
Sat. 10-6; Sum. 11-5

EAR***
A375 Marmar 's Ifritv

'fAVkW

aJOD^«nFWT*S
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April 29 - May 5

Calendar of Events
Thursday, April 29
Peace Corps Information
Meeting
5:30- 7:00 pm
McCaffrey Center Spruce
Conference Room
call (800) 424-8550

Sunday, May 2
The Conservatory of Music
Composers Club
Recital
2:00 pm
Recital Hall

12:00 noon
Benerd School of Education

represent and demonstrate new
sport fitness product. Age 18-25.
Must be excellent inline skater for

South Campus Gym

commercials or demonstrations.

7:00- 9:00 pm

Applicant should also be articulate

call 847-4439

and personable for possible guest
appearances on TV and radio. This

Tuesday, May 4

Building, Room 108

Baun Fitness Center
Mock Olympics

ion, plus a walking or jogging fit

5:30- 6:00 pm
Morris Chapel

ness accessory for ages 5 to adult.
The "RunabOut" with design logo
is patented and registered with the

Campus Apolistic
Fellowship

6:00- 9:00 pm
Baun Fitness Center

US Patent office. Please submit

Bible Study
7:00 pm
South West Residence Hall Lobby

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship
8:00 pm

Wednesday, May 5

Z Building East

Saturday, May 1
MESA Presents Arabian
Night
8:00 pm -1:00 am

new product, named "RunabOut",
is an ideal inline skating compan

Evensong

Friday, April 30

Help Wanted
Attractive model type female to

Folk Dance and Swing

School of Education
Student's Association
Meeting

CIas sifieds

ASUOP Free Legal
Services

several photos in shorts, or mini
skirts and a brief resume. Those
selected for a personal interview
will be contacted by June 15,
1999. Mail entry to Hermsmeyer
Sports, Inc., 1555 Riverlake Rd.
#D, Discovery Bay, CA 94514, or
fax to (925) 634-5647. No calls

5:30- 7:30 pm
2nd Floor McCaffrey Center
call 946-2233 for more information

please. Visit our web site at
wwww.sports-runabout.com. Also
see our ad for Summer income
during leisure hours.

Contact Jordana at 465-5943

CA 94514 or Fax (925) 634-5647

dren, teens and adults to this new

No calls please. Visit our web site
at www.sports-runabout.com.

fun and exciting outdoor sport
named "RunabOut", Also see ad
for Attractive model type female to
represent and demonstrate new
product. The "RunabOut" can
improve your inline skating skills. It
is a wonderful accessory to include
in a walking, jogging or weight loss

FUN & MONEY- It is possible!
Health and environmental co.
expanding in Stockton. Call today
for an exciting change in life. No
door to door or telemarketing. Cali
Cliff (209) 478-7225.

fitness program. Demonstrate in

Travel

parks, sports activities, skating
events, senior citizen communities,
athletic clubs, etc. Give prospective

EUROPE $239 o/w ANYTIME in

buyers a personalized order form

1999! Hawaii $119, Carib/Mexico

(we furnish) and you receive $5.00

$189 r/t. Discount fares world wide!

for each sold using your personal

Call: 800-834-9192

ized order form. Payment to you

www.airhitch.org (taxes additional)

will be on the 1st and 15th of each
month. What do you need to get

GET THE HELL OUT OF HERE!

started? Inline skates, and a
"RunabOut" for demonstration

Mexico, the Caribbean or Jamaica
$250 round trip. Hawaii $119 one

(cost to you of $19.95 plus sales
tax of $1.65). The summer selling

way. Europe $239 one way. Other

price on the order form will be

Book tickets online

$24.95 plus S&H and sales tax. A

www.airtech.com or (800) 575-

$100.00 bonus will be awarded to

TECH.

worldwide destinations cheap.

the person with the most sells by
October 1,1999 (ties eliminated by
drawing). Mail a brief resume to
Hermsmeyer Sports, Inc. 1555

American Legion Ed Stewart Post
No 803
3110 N West Ln
OpaMpfMl Ika mIIHU^r

Hours. For anyone. Introduce chil

Summer Income During Leisure
Km

Riverlake Rd. #D, Discovery Bay,

DONNA KAWCU

i

XOCHtHILCO
0Af£

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.

m
MINI STORAGE

FINE WBXAN CUSINE
04« r.ilf,oOMdimp* • mutt/

(209) 466-7997
5x6 = $15,00/ 5x10 = $23.00

"> 5*. jc+i • k

Must have Ad&JD

Outstanding San Francisco Italian
Continental Cuisine

Charbroiled Steaks, Fresh Fish &
Seafood, Veal, Chicken & Pasta
Dishes, Plus Sauteed Delights
Daily Specials • Cocktail Lounge
Plenty of Parking
LUNCH Mon. - Sat. from 11:00 AM DINNER
7 days a week

236 Lincoln Center

951-2980

vis

6262 West Lane

,n
Bargain Matinees in () rr3^
Advance Ticket Sales
Available at the Box Office

If you're stuck witha studentloan thafs not
in default,the Armymight payit off.

Foolish - R

If you qualify,wellreduce your debt—up
to $65,000.Payment is either xh of the
debt or $1,500 for each year of service,
whichever isgreater.

Cookie's Fortune - PGI

Youll also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to last you the rest ofyour life.
Now Serving in Lincoln Center

HOLID AY
CIN1 MA 8

Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.

Call: (209) 951-3541

Daily: (2:45,5:15) 7:20. MS
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:30)
Daily: (1:55.4:25) 7:00 9:30
Early Show Fri-Sun: (I I

'"Daily: (^30,2:00,4:05,4:35) 705
7:30,9:40,10:10
,,...,,351
Early Shows Fri-Sun: (11:05.11

The Matrix - R
Daily: (1:45,4:10,4:40) 7:10,
7:40,10:05
„innH0)
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:00.1
Late Show Fri-Sat: 10 30

Never Been
Kissed - PGI3

Daily:(2:30.5:00) 7:25.9^55
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12.00)_

Winner of 7 Academy A^rdSActrCis
including Best Picture & es

Shakespeare in Love Daily: (2:20) 7:15

--

Forces of Nature - PG'

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE!
www.goarmycom

Daily: (4:50) 10:00
Early Show Fri-Sun: (M_^)_____
-r,

1
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Pacific
women's
lacrosse
team
pulled out
an impres
sive 13-12
victory
over
Humboldt
State last
Saturday.
Knotted at
12, the
team had
a late goal
to win.

Continued from page 18

"It was ari emotional week
end because we had to say
goodbye to the players that
started this program," said
Gorman. "They have seen this
team go from a young team to
a team that can win. They're
our history."
Pacific's history of strife as a

young team is nearing its con
clusion. With a strong base of
returning players and a slew of
incoming freshmen, the pro
gram is looking up.
"Our whole season was
hard this year, there was a lot
of hardship," said Fox. "But
now we are strong. We can
take on the league next year. I
am proud of how this team has
grown."

wake-up call to UOP, with
Luke Sullivan throwing the
Aggies' first shutout of the
season, allowing just five hits
while striking out seven
Tigers.
Pacific
senior
Travis
Fleming took a shutout into
the sixth before the Aggies
turned four hits and two
walks into four runs. NMSU
scored another two in the sev
enth to win.
Junior hurler Mark Short
kept the Aggie's bats quiet as
his teammates finally got the
offense jump-started. Pacific's
hitters laid the wood to New
Mexico State, chasing out
starter Jeff Bickel after just two
and two-thirds innings. The
hits kept on coming, and
when the smoke cleared, the
scoreboard read: Tigers 9,
Aggies 0.
It was Short's first complete
game of the season and he
struck out five Aggie batters.

Comments:

Football Survey
Start-up Costs
New Athletic
Scholarships Cost
New Athletic Dept.
Funding**
Other one-time costs
Total Cost for the
first two-years

OPTION A OPTION B OPTION C
$250,000 $600,000 $750,000
N/A

$2,350,000 $3,700,000

$590,000 $455,000 $470,000
N/A

N/A

$16,000,000"

$1,430,000 $3,860,000 $21390,000

Additional academic costs not yet determined
*Cost of endowment fund to cover losses generated each year

" per year

1. If the suspension of football is lifted, the program outlined
as Option A or one similar to Option A is acceptable to me.
Agree

Disagree

2. If the suspension of football is lifted, the program outlined
as Option B or one similar to Option B is acceptable to me.
Agree

Disagree

3. If the suspension of football is lifted, the program outlined
as Option C or one similar to Option C is acceptable to me.
Agree

Disagree

4. At this time the suspension of the football program should
not be lifted.
Agree

Disagree

Please return to McCaffrey Center game room front desk by Tuesday May 4.
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Intramural Update

Baseball

Continued from page 20

Water Polo

Page

n

Outdoor Soccer
The outdoor soccer cham
pionships have come to a
close. The Champions for the
following divisions are as fol
lows. In the Men's open divi
sion the two teams of Libido
and Nightmares matched up
in the final game after the
double disqualification of Phi
Deit and the Devils in the
other semifinal.

Libido
defeated
the
Nightmares 2-1 earning their
team the! Men's Open
Championship. The Men's B
playoffs were the deciding
factor in a season where no
team proved themselves as a
dominant force.
In the Championship game
Kane's high powered offense
put up five goals against Team
USA, cruising to a 5-0 victory.
The Co-Rec A championship
was between the two teams of
Soccer Gods and International

Tennis

Continued from page 20
wasn't going to lose," said
Mendez. Barthel had lost to
UCSB's Deborah Pepkowitz
earlier this season.
Kendra Lamb closed it out
for the Tigers at No. 6 with a
grueling but equally huge 6-3,
4-6, 6-1 victory over UCSB's
Dana Mazza.

Volleyball.

Continued from page 19

leave after four years with the
program.
"In my seven years of
coaching I never dedicated a
match to anyone," said
Wortmann. "But I decided to
dedicate the Stanford match
to J.D., Dan and Jojit. After
two games, I wasn't sure if it
was a good idea, we were get

Bailers. The International
Bailers put their undefeated
record on the line in a hard
fought contest. In the end
International Bailers defeated
the Soccer Gods 2-1.
In the Co-Rec B finals Rx
kept their perfect season intact
with a >2 victory over their
opponent Hawaii l.*g The
Women's
championship
proved to be an exciting soror
ity match up as the undefeat
ed Dynamite Divas at Tri Delt
played Theta. Theta went on
to win the championship with
a 4-0 upset victory.
jC
intramural Supervisor
Anyone interested in being
an intramural supervisor for
the Fall of 1999 dill has the
chance to send in their appli
cations. 'Applications and
information may be picked up
in the IM office Monday
through Friday, between 10:00
am and 3:00 pm.
The win avenged the Tigers'
5-4 loss to UCSB earlier this
season. Pacific's 5-1 win over
UCI was also avenged a 5-4
loss.
"It was good to get
revenge," Mendez added.
Mendez was named Big West
Coach of the Year. Follow
Pacific's
postseason
at:
www.thepacifican.com as the
results occur.
ting thumped pretty bad. But
it turned around and we won.
It was very appropriate
because all three of those guys
turned this program around.
They will all be greatly
missed."

Y

Gregory Vietz
Owner

iii;\rt\s
COCKTAILS

Where You Can Throw Your Nuts on the Floor

Stockton's Best Kept Secret
ftftf ClfT f MOP
Tell a friend you care
with our
original cards,
religious bookmarks
and bookplates.
We also do flowers
and gift baskets.

AND WE DELIVER!
463-0446
307 E. Weber Ave.

Tues: SI tequilla shots
Wed: $2 Millers +
South Park
at 10:00 PM
Thurs: SI Bud's
Party on the Weekends!!
(209) 941-4272
1328 E. Harding Way « Stockton. C A 9320S
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Women's Water Polo

TH E

PACIFISM

Regionals end long season
EMILY DAVIDSON
Staff Writer

A sigh could be heard com
ing from Chris Kjeldson Pool
Sunday as Pacific put their
struggling season to sleep with
a final win that secured them
the fifth place in the Northern
California Regional Qualifier
Championship.
Last weekend's signified the
end of the University of the
Pacific's 1999 water polo
attempt, terminating the sea
son with a 8-23 overall and a 09 MPSF conference record.
Under the direction of coach
Vicki Gorman, the Tigers suf Pacificjook fifth place at Regionals to end their woeful season.
fered three losses; to San Jose sion and moved on to lose to
goal lead after the first quarter
State, California and UC Davis Stanford by one in the
that
Bakersfield could not
before grasping a win over Cal Championship game.
overcome
despite their aggres
State Bakersfield in the tourna
"I feel that we gave our sion. Smith took the role of cayment.
opponents the best games pos
Saturday's losing streak sible," said Gorman. "A lot of ote in the game with six goals
started early against No. 10 players stepped up at this tour against the Roadrunners.
San Jose State. Pacific led 3-1 in nament. Our teamwork was Bertrand, Jenna Tompkins and
the fourth quarter thanks to outstanding, the best its been Ericka Richards also invested
anvils for the 10-7 season end
scoring by Molly Smith and this season."
ing triumph.
Cari Bertrand, but then lost the
Sunday came as a new
Along with the pain of the
lead ina crushing turn of opportunity but ended with
three
losses at Regionals, the
events ending in a 4-5 victory the same results early when
weekend
brought the pain of
for the Spartans.
Pacific fell to the UC Davis saying farewell to two players
Pacific returned to face the Aggies before noon leaving
No. 3 California on Saturday them only to compete for fifth that helped to found the team.
afternoon with little hope of an place. Bertrand and Smith Goalie Sasser and Erica Fox
upset. Cal held the Tigers joined forces to post the three played their final games for the
scoreless until the third quarter Tiger goals that decided the 3-9 program that started only four
years ago.
when Smith broke the run and defeat.
See Water Polo, page 17
scored UOP's only goal.
Cal State Bakersfield faced
Senior goalkeeper Kenna Pacifc for the fifth place seat
Sasser earned eight saves shortly thereafter offering the
"Model open daily
agaist the Berkeley bombard Tigers a final chance to end the
ment. The Golden Bears took season with a win. Pacific
'Unique 1.253
the match with an 11-1 deci- pulled ahead early with a two
bedrooms

CornerL

Continued from page 20

played. Kenny Garcia steps up
to 2Pac's "All Eyes On Me"
while third baseman Ryan
Stowasser opts for the light
sounds of Blink 182.
More floor
Freshman Jon Dyer has sore
knees. In his first year at Pacific
after countless hours of practic
ing volleyball on the brutal
Spanos Center floor he said
this about it, "The floor is basi
cally concrete with wood
painted on."
Ready to Ball
Brandee McArthur will

leave UOP after this season as
the best pitcher the softball
program has ever had. She set
school records for career strike
outs, career wins and career
shutouts. All while batting .274
with six home runs and 21 RBI.
Forget
Ail-American,
McArthur's
All-World.
However, Cindy Ball is primed
to take the reins and might
even be able to better some of
McArthur over a career. She's
got a win over the defending
national champs (Fresno State),
a 7-4 recordl.56 ERA with 51
strikeouts and two homersand
11 RBI from the plate and she's
only a freshman. Scary!

'Park-likesetting
'Fireplaces
"Pool/Spa

f

4l lu

u«»

Best Value!
Best Location!!

Grouse Run Apartments
4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-6710

I fcAM LEGENDS|
SCREEN PRINTING
EMBROIDERY
T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS MUGS,
PENS, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!
BRING IN THIS AD AND
RECIEVE 5% OFF THE
BEST PRICES IN TOWN
JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
469-2474 FAX:469-4589

Cindy Bali
st Com
of April
was Bali's
Pitcher of the
lade.
The freshman right hander from Camarilio, Calif,
led Pacific to an upset of
the defending national
champion and No. 2ranked
Fresno
State
Bulldogs on April 20. In
that game she limited Cindy Ball
•Wm
Bulldog hitters to one run
on four hits over six help her own cause. The
innings in a 2-1 Tiger vic victory snapped a 21tory.
game winning streak for
Ball
smacked
the Fresno State. On the sea
Bulldogs from the plate son, Ball (7-4) has a 1.56
tagging a two-run homer ERA with 51 strikeouts in
over the left field fence to 76.1 innings of work.

UJIRELESS P L U S
HB2-S200

PREPAID CELLULAR PAGING SERVICE
-DEPOSITS
-CONTRACT
- FREE Recrystal

-ACTIVATION FEE - FREE Activation

- New Pagers Starting @
MINUTE
RATE AS LOW
$39.99 w/ 2 months Service
AS 354
LIMITED TIME. RESTRICTIONS APPLY
pficipic mv/e. owe block south O F uop

CARD STARTINC
G
32Q6

"A Bold Play For a Bold Audience"

Stockton Civic Theatre Presents a
Pulitzer Prize and Tony Award Winner
A GAY FANTASIA ON NATIONAL THEMES

ANGELS IN AMERICA
PART ONE: Millennium Approches
By Tony Kushner

May 14 - 29
Tickets $14

Special Benifit Performace for
San Joaquin AIDS Foundation
May 15-Tickets $20

Directed by Greg Morales
For tickets and preformace information

Call 471-2424

This is a non-subscription show

FOR MATURE AUDIENCES

Strong language, brief nudity and sexual situations
'No one under 15 years of age will be admitted. Anyone 15-18
years of age must be accompanied by a parent of guardian.
Produced by special permission from Bradway Play

Publishing
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Women's Softball

Upset win sparks two out of three close wins
STEVE CABRAL
Staff Writer

Last Tuesday Pacific split a
doubleheader with the defend
ing National Champion Fresno
State Bulldogs to snap their 21game winning streak. A confi
dence builder for the Tigers,
they hoped to carry it into a
series with Sacramento State.
Tied for first in the Big West
with Cal State Fullerton,
Pacific's first two games came
down to the wire and had the
fans on the edge of their seats.
Game one started out with
an unfortunate incident as a
Sacramento State player
fouled a ball that hit her face.
The Tigers (31-17 overall, 10-5
Big West) started off the scor
ing in the fourth inning as
sophomore
Adrienne
Ratajczak's drive to deep cen
ter made the Hornets' center
fielder crashing into the fence

as she ran out of room and the
ball sailed over.
The Hornets got the run
back in the top of the fifth as an
infield pop-up was lost in the
sun, allowing a run to score
and tie the game at 1-1. The
Tigers redeemed themselves in
the bottom of the seventh as
freshman Cindy Ball got on
after being hit by a pitch and
then junior Erin Halonen hit a
two-out single to give the
Tigers the win.
" I was just telling myself to
be relaxed," said Halonen,
"and when I had two strikes 1
knew I had to protect the plate
and hit the ball hard."
Senior Brandee McArthur
pitched a complete game only
giving up three hits. The sec
ond game became a defensive
battle as junior Liz Niadna
pitched nine scoreless innings.
The Tigers had a chance to win
once again in the bottom of the

Pacific took the cake twice from
seventh as they had runners
on second and third with one
out. Pacific was unable to cash
in.
In the top of the tenth, CSUS
got a two-out rally going and
scored on a close play at the
plate. Down 2-1 and McArthur
kept the Tigers alive with a
one-out double.

Hornets a 2-1 lead and that
might have been worse if
McArthur had not made a
great catch robbing a home
run. Pacific could not finish off
the scrappy Hornets.
The Tigers dominated game
three as they scored two runs
early and Sac State pulled their
pitcher. McArthur did not let
the Hornets in the game, pitch
ing a shutout and ringing up
sev en strikeouts.
Ratajczak added the finish
ing touches by hitting her sec
ond home run of the weekend
Sacramento State lust vsvek.
to make it a 3-0 final.
"The home run I hit yester
A grounder back to the
pitcher by Halonen was day was actually ball four and
enough to get McArthur to the one today was just a fat
third and then Niandna pitch," said Ratajczak. The
helped herself out as she Anaheim, Calif, native went 3ripped one off the second base for-3 on Sunday and 5-for-8 for
man's glove to drive in the run the weekend with a double
and two home runs.
that tied the game at 1-1.
Pacific plays at Cal Poly this
Two doubles in the top of
the eleventh inning gave the weekend.

Men's Volleyball

GREAT
SUMMER
JOBS!

BYU brings end to season
son in 1998 to a team that rose
to No. 11 in the nation, defeat
ed top ranked teams and
The 1999 season saw the ended only with a postseason
conclusion of many great loss to the No. 1 Brigham
careers. Michael Jordan. Young University (25-1) in
Wayne Gretzky. John Elway. 1999. This was a season (14-11
overall) that Coach Joe
J.D. Brosnan. Dan Fisher.
The men's volleyball team Wortmann will never forget.
"The highest point for me
at the University of the Pacific
has had an epic year to say the was after the loss to BYU,
least. Fans could only watch "said Wortmann. "At that
in amazement as Pacific trans point we had reached our pin
formed from a team that had nacle and we had successfully
a disastrous 9-18 overall sea- completed a great adventure.
I could turn to the team and
tell them how proud I was."
There was no glory last
Saturday when the Cougars
killed them softly in a 7-15, 515, 2-15 decision ending the
golden season. Vladimir
Andric posted 19 kills in the
loss. More saddening than the
conclusion of the great year
was the conclusion of two
great careers.
"I told the team that I had
„ only one regret, that J.D. and
s Dan were leaving," said
|
Wortmann. "They have been
1 a light for this team. We have
~ had to come through a long
Dylan Herrick depressed
EMILY DAVIDSON
Staff Writer

dark tunnel and they lit the
way."
It took a team camping trip
to Yosemite in the preseason
to turn around the team, unite
the players and guide them to
the top.
"It was an incredible bond
ing experience," said Fisher.
"We came up with a motto
during that trip based on the
movie 'Loads of Fun: part 6.
That was our theme. We have
fulfilled the prophecy of
'Loads of Fun' with this
unforgettable, fun season.
Pacific's loads of fun atti
tude has brought national
recognition to many players.
Vladimir Andric was named
the American Volleyball
Coaches Associations Men's
National Player of the Week,
Dan Hoefer and Fisher made
the U.S. National Training
Team and Junior National
Team.
Pacific will have to suffer
one more rough loss for the
year; along with Brosnan and
Fisher their assistant coach
Jojit Coronel has decided to

See Voifeyboll, page 17

S7.50-Sa.00/Hr to Start
RPS. Inc., has openings for men and woman to sort,
route and load packages, load and unload trucks and
trailers in our Stockton terminal; 2:30am - 7:00am and
5:00pm • 9:00pm
u

w

i

• Part-time available shifts
• Hours to fit your school schedule
• Tuition assistance after 30 days
• S.SO/hr. salary increase after 90 days
Qualified candidates should apply in person,
Monday - Friday. 10am - 4pm at;

I
—

RPS, Inc.
3033 Transworld Dr.
Stockton, CA 95206
r
EOE/AA
I
4
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Women's Tennis

Upset win secures title

Pacific routs No. 7 seed UC Santa Barbara 5-1 to win first Big West Championship
C. COLTON
Sports Editor

CORNER

C. COLTON
Sports Editor

Upset? Upset? It is hard to
believe that anyone associated
with Pacific women's tennis
could be upset after last week
end.
Winning conference champi
onships just doesn't register in
the foul mood department.
Sure, No. 3 seed Pacific was able
to upset the No. 1 seed UC
Santa Barbara 5-1 in Ojai, Calif,
last Saturday. And yes, it
allowed the Tigers to claim their
first Big West Championship
title, and their first tennis title
since 1985, but no one except the
Gaucho faithful were upset.
"It was determination," said
an elated UOP head coach
Maria Mendez in a phone inter
view on Monday. "The team
picked up their level of play."
Pacific earned an automatic
bid to the NCAARegionals, also
a first. The selection show to
announce pairings for the tour
nament will be held on

Wednesday May 5 via satellite
and is similar to the NCAA
Basketball Tournament with 64
teams competing.
More surprising than the No.
3 seed winning the Big West
Championship was the con
vincing manner in which UOP
beat UCSB. There were no
doubts about Pacific after they
dominated five of six singles
matches. Doubles wasn't even
contested because Pacific had
taken care of business with five
victories.
"It's big for us,"said Mendez.
"It's a great step in the right
direction."
UCSB's Cindy Amman, was
the only Gaucho to win, beating
Big West Player of the Year,
Susanne Bertel 7-5,6-3 stopping
Bertel's 16-match win streak.
At the No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4
spots the Tigers were tenacious
earning two-set sweeps over the
Gauchos. All-Big West second
teamer Dina Dajani won big at
No. 2 with a 6-2,6-1 spanking of
Shannon Wilkins. Teammates

Walk for football
Although I would never
advocate walking out of class, if
you can afford to miss on
Monday May 3 from 5 p.m.-7
p.m. you should. If you have
any opinion at all on football
returning to UOP, then you
need to be at this meeting (at the
School of Pharmacy and Health
Sciences Rotunda) (get a cam
pus map, fool). I went to the last
meeting two weeks ago and it
was missing one key ingredi
ent: students. Show up and
your voice will be heard. You
can have a say.
Christianne^ Barthel's victory at No. 3 singles was sweet.
Champs racket
Hey, I'd like to clap, clap, clap
Christiartne Barthel (No. 3 sin 6-0, 6-3, and 6-1,6-0 victories.
it up for the Pacific women's
gles and also an All-Big West
"(Barthel) walked on the
tennis for winning the Big West
second-teamer) and Marcela court and was convinced she
Championship. They went
Sanchez (No. 4 singles) posted
See Tennis, page 17
down to Ojai as a No. 3 seed Baseball
and ripped the title right away
from No. 1 seed and host UCSB.
That is clutch, so remember that
UOP teams (except Big West
JOSH MONTERO
champs women's soccer)!
errors, while amassing 10 hits.
Survey this!
Staff Writer
The Aggies rushed to an
Take a minute to review the
early lead, capitalizing on
plans of action for football and
When the Tigers showed up Pacific's fielding miscues to
fill out the survey on page 17.
at Hebert Field for their game take a 3-0 lead, only to have the
The
Football
Review
with Cal a week ago on Tigers answer with two runs of
Committee is conducting the
Tuesday, they must have for their own in the bottom of the
survey and they actually do
gotten to bring their bats.
first. The Tigers broke off five
read every survey, so be honest.
The Golden Bears breezed more runs in the fifth, and two
Take them to the front desk at
into town for the one game more in the eighth, taking the
the McCaffrey Center game
series, ripping off 16 hits while contest 9-4.
room and slip them in the shoe
blanking the Tigers 10-0. The
From the plate, DH Kenny
box there. If you do it, I'll be
Tigers hoped to fare better Garcia went 1-3 with three R
your best friend.
against lowly New Mexico Hurling a complete-game fiv e
Clap your hands to the beat
State last weekend.
hitter, Moore ran his record to
Now at Billy Hebert Field
Friday's series opener fea 7-3, punching out eight Aggiesbefore each Tiger batter
tured a pitching gem by junior
Pacific's hitters looked
approaches the plate, a short
I Darin Moore, and some very asleep at the plate for the ear y
intra song of their choice is
" poor fielding. The Tigers (27-18 11 a.m. start on Saturday. Nev
See Corner, page 18 Tigershortstop Robbie Wood applies the tag on a close play. a overall, 12-9 Big West) and Mexico State delivered a
Aggies combined for eight
See Rnwhall. paQel

Aggies get lassoed twice by wild Tigers

